HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS.
are considered in order number-systems and number-ay***1 arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry, allowing, as possible, within the narrow confines of a single branch elements, a rapid and sure orientation.    Against such a proc^*^
the objection may be raised that in this way the general survey
4- In &^ the culture history of a certain epoch will suffer.    On the   &*
hand, in a history of elementary mathematics, especially one   oC>
fined within such modest bounds, an exhaustive description*
whole periods with all their correlations of past and future	3'*
well be presented.
It is not the purpose of this work to set forth historical development of mechanics and astronomy. cannot be denied that by this separation of related branches is wanting a certain definitiveness to the work, yet the hope be expressed that this lack will not be felt too keenly.    The mentary parts of mathematics have only few points of contact these branches, and our endeavor is to present in brief com only that which is most essential.
Further, in the interest of a presentation as condensed as sible, the biographical notices which often lend great attraction to a more extended treatment of a subject must be relegated to appendix and there treated but briefly.
The work had its inception in certain suggestions which author received at the semi-monthly meetings of a mathematical club in Tubingen, founded and conducted by Prof. Dr. A. 13 rill. for which suitable thanks ought here to be expressed. Acknowledgment is especially due to the president of the club whose interpretations have been decisive for certain parts of the present work. These meetings furnished the author the desired opportunity, through the lectures connected with the most diverse branches of the science and through the discussions which often followed, with references to recent literature, to penetrate into those circles of thought which to-day dominate the higher branckies of mathematics. The writer was thus led to complete his studies

